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Wally Findlay Galleries unveils collection of  late period works by Leader of  the Philadelphia School of  Art, 
Leonard Nelson. The exhibition, currently on view at the New York Gallery, coincides with the publication of  
a one hundred page color catalogue depicting Nelsons’ works from 1988-1994.

Leonard Nelson’s long career as a prolific and influential art educator spanned more 
than half  the twentieth century, from the thirties to the nineties, and forged close links 
with the leading artists and movements of  his time at pivotal moments in American 
art history. Although he spent most of  his life in Philadelphia, his roots were in New 
York, and in the works he showed in the forties and fifties at the Betty Parsons and 
Peridot Galleries, and at Peggy Guggenheim’s Art of  This Century.  They placed 
him at the forefront of  the emerging New York Abstract Expressionist avante-garde. 

Nelson’s artistic and cultural interests were even wider and more challenging than some of  
his famous New York colleagues; however, in his Philadelphia studio he explored avenues as 
innovative and diverse as welded sculpture, incorporating “found objects,” and printmaking, 
a medium that established him among the leading innovators of  the day.  He also taught at 
the Moore College of  Art in Philadelphia for thirty years, retiring as a professor emeritus 
in 1977, and concentrating on painting that over the decades underwent a remarkable 
transformation. From his pioneering, mid-century figurative studies that are as formidably 
primitivistic as the early works of  Jackson Pollock, and Willem de Kooning, or the pictographs 
of  Adolph Gottlieb, he progressed to his pathbreaking luminous Colorfield canvases.  

By the sixties they had evolved into a highly original, and varied color expression, very often in large scale, that broke new ground, 
anticipating some of  the later work of  Morris Louis and Larry Poons.  His work was constantly evolving in keeping with his openness 
to novel areas, techniques and mediums. Nelson left an extensive body of  work in paintings and printmaking, proving how 
prescient his early vision and stylistic impulses have been, and what a quiet, yet 
formidable, force he became in the evolution of  twentieth century American art.

In 2008, Wally Findlay Galleries was first introduced to Nelson’s work. Astonished by 
the discovery of  a major body of  work, with various themes and great depth spanning 
over four decades waiting for renewal of  professional representation, Wally Findlay 
Galleries secured the representation of  the Artist Estate. As the sole-representative 
of  the artist’s estate, the gallery continues to further the legacy of  Leonard Nelson’s 
artistic career as a important figure in the history of  twentieth century American art. 

The exhibition is currently on view at the New York Gallery, 124 East 57th Street, and is 
supplemented by the publication of  Colorfields. The one hundred page catalogue features 
Nelson’s works from 1988-94, writings on the artist by Brent Byrne, and a full biography.
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Leonard Nelson at work in his studio

Colorfield, 1990 - 92: 50 x 54  inches, oil and acrylic on canvas, 135423 



ABOUT WALLY FINDLAY:
Over our 144 year history, Wally Findlay Galleries has proudly represented many superb artists embodying various schools of  art throughout 
time. Opening in 1870, William Wadsworth Findlay established the first gallery location in Kansas City, Missouri. The presidency of  the gal-
lery was passed on to William’s eldest son, Walstein C. Findlay Sr. and later to Walstein C. Findlay Jr. (Wally). Under Wally’s presidency the 
gallery thrived, becoming a well-known cultural destination and opening new locations in Chicago (1931), Palm Beach (1961), New York 
City (1964), Paris and Beverly Hills (1971).  Today, the legacy of  committed fine art excellence is continued by the company’s Chairman and 
C.E.O., Mr. James R. Borynack, who acquired the company in late 1998.

Over the years, Wally Findlay Galleries have showcased many different genres of  expression, from the Impressionist in the 1870’s, to Fauvism 
in the early-twentieth century. Today, the gallery represents a group of  distinguished contemporary artists, both European and American. 
By practicing the highest standards in our relationship with both the artist and the collector, the gallery upholds it’s mission to promote and 
provide quality works by great artistic talents.  
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